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Rohr,John A. Public Service, Ethics, and ConstitutionalPractice. 
La\\Tence: University Press of Kansas, 1999. Pp. 177. $29.95 (cloth); $15.95 
(paper). 
In this themed collection of essays, John A. Rohr brings together materials iIlus-
trating his lifelong project directed at linking ethical standards of public servants 
with Constitutional principles. Rohr has devoted substantial energy during his 
distinguished career to advancing the argument that the central principles gov-
erning the ethical behavior of public servants are derived from the Constitution. 
The essays presented in this volume are drawn from his work over the past quar-
ter centu!)', then organized into themed chapters. 
The volume is quite useful in its collection of these materials to tell the story 
ofRohr's theory of public administration in a single place. The essays playoff one 
another, connect with one another, and present a highly coherent package and 
picture of the theo!)'. 
The theory itself is appealing, creating a framework for decision making by 
public servants faced with the dilemmas of their calling, especially the issues of 
split devotion to the executive and the legislative branches. Rohr's essays dealing 
with separation of powers are especially insightful. The entire notion ofa frame-
work, grounded in fundamental principles to assist in the analysis of the quality 
and effect of basic regulations of public servants (e.g., financial disclosure, con-
flicts of interest), appeals to all who desire some depth and texture to discussions 
of such simple-on-the-surface prmisions. J. E. M. 
